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UNDERSTANDING BEVEL TOEGUARDS 
 
Normally, the sides of a scissors lift platform are straight. This side or “skirt” helps give the platform rigidity and strength. 
When the lift is lowering, the straight skirt can become a shear or pinch point if it lowers adjacent to a structure or into a 
pit. The ANSI Standard MH29.1 requires this hazard be guarded against. There are four types of guarding devices listed 
in the standard, or the hazard can even be guarded by location. Guarding by location simply means if personnel could not 
be in the vicinity then no special platform protection or guarding is required. 
 
Of the devices listed in the standard, the bevel toeguard (BTG) is the most popular because it adds strength to the 
platform, has no moving parts (no maintenance), provides good protection against the hazard and is relatively 
inexpensive. The following is the excerpt from ANSI Standard MH29.1:    
 
   
 
6.1.1.1 Bevel Toeguards.  A toeguard plate not less than 8 inches  
in width shall be provided on all unprotected sides.  It shall be made  
of steel, not less than No. 11 gauge in thickness, or other material of  
equal rigidity, attached flush with the edge of the platform, and slanted  
inwardly at an angle of approximately 30 degrees from vertical. 
           
 
 
The bevel toeguard does require some changes be made to the lift in order to accommodate the option. Those changes 
are as follows: 
 

A. The minimum size platform must be increased by 4” per edge (8” total) to allow the platform skirt to clear the legs 
and baseframe as it slants inward. 

  
B. The low height of the lift must be increased to a minimum of 8” to accommodate the length of the BTG. (lifts that 

have a low height of 8” or more are not affected). 
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Additionally, when BTG is specified:  
 
       C. The power unit becomes external from the lift.  This is necessary to facilitate ease of maintenance.  
 
       D. The deck plate used for the platform is ¼” minimum (except mini lifts). 
 
       E.  Lifting eyes are also provided to aid installation in to the pit.  
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